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N
anoparticles (NPs) are the basic

8 building blocks in nanoscience.
9 They can be viewed as “atoms” for
10 constructing more complex superstruc-
11 tures.1�6 While such a vision has a long
12 history, we are far from materializing it.
13 The field of nanoassembly is still at its
14 infancy, where synthetic advance is the
15 main thrust for new properties and new
16 applications.
17 In assembly, the orderliness by which
18 the components are put together is of cri-
19 tical importance for achieving functionality.
20 Three-dimensional (3D) assembly can be
21 likened to the construction of an engine
22 from nuts and bolts, whereas 1D assembly
23 of NPs can be compared to the polymeriza-
24 tion of organic monomers. In terms of
25 achieving spatial precision for building so-
26 phisticated and functional structures, the
27 former is significantly more challenging
28 than the latter, but even the latter has yet
29 to be fully realized.
30 Given the mature field of polymer chem-
31 istry, there is great interest in following the

32milestones therein (synthesis of homopoly-
33mer, copolymer, dendrimer, etc.) for the
34assembly of NPs. In comparison to the 1D
35assembly of homologous NPs, the assembly
36of heterologous NPs provides a much richer
37structural variety, which can be explored for
38multifunctional and collective properties.
39Such heteroassembly is in a way similar to
40the copolymerization of organicmonomers,
41where an enormous variety of copolymers
42have been synthesized for many applica-
43tions. Biopolymers such as proteins and
44DNAs are the “crown jewels” of heteroas-
45sembly, as they are essentially precisely
46controlled copolymers where the structural
47variety leads to functional dexterity. From
48this perspective, new capabilities in the
49heteroassembly of NPs will offer novel
50means for exploring complex nanostruc-
51tures and new properties.
52In organic polymerization, the term “oli-
53gomer” typically refers to a polymer consist-
54ing of a few monomer units (<20). In this
55context, most of the 1D assembly of NPs in
56the literature is more like oligomers7�18
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ABSTRACT Amphiphilic block copolymers such as polystyrene-block-poly-

(acrylic acid) (PSPAA) give micelles that are known to undergo sphere-to-cylinder

shape transformation. Exploiting this polymer property, core�shell nanoparticles

coated in PSPAA can be “polymerized” into long chains following the chain-growth

polymerization mode. This method is now extended to include a variety of

different nanoparticles. A case study on the assembly process was carried out to

understand the influence of the PAA block length, the surface ligand, and the size and morphology of the monomer nanoparticles. Shortening the PAA

block promotes the reorganization of the amphiphilic copolymer in the micelles, which is essential for assembling large Au nanoparticles. Small Au

nanoparticles can be directly “copolymerized” with empty PSPAA micelles into chains. The reaction time, acid quantity, and the [Au nanoparticles]/[PSPAA

micelles] concentration ratio played important roles in controlling the sphere�cylinder�vesicle conversion of the PSPAA micelles, giving rise to different

kinds of random “copolymers”. With this knowledge, a general method is then developed to synthesize homo, random, and block “copolymers”, where the

basic units include small Au nanoparticles (d = 16 nm), large Au nanoparticles (d = 32 nm), Au nanorods, Te nanowires, and carbon nanotubes. Given the

lack of means for assembling nanoparticles, advancing synthetic capabilities is of crucial importance. Our work provides convenient routes for combining

nanoparticles into long-chain structures, facilitating rational design of complex nanostructures in the future.

KEYWORDS: polymerization of nanoparticles . assembly . chain growth polymerization . PSPAA micelle . vesicle
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57 than polymers.19�21 The difficulty in obtaining long
58 chains of NPs lies in the fact that colloidal NPs often
59 have very similar “reactivity” (probability of successful
60 collision) during their aggregation. As a result, their
61 “polymerization” tends to follow the step-growth
62 mode.8,22 Basically, the monomers are quickly de-
63 pleted, and the later stage of assembly is dominated
64 by the collision of large clusters, which is usually
65 difficult and nonspecific. It would be thus impractical
66 to give orderly long chains, unless the self-assembly
67 process is guided by a strong magnetic dipole.23�25

68 Recently, we reported an unconventional chain-
69 growth mode in the assembly of core�shell NPs into
70 ultralong chains.20 The shape of polystyrene-block-
71 poly(acrylic acid) (PSPAA) micelles are known to
72 transform from sphere to cylinder upon acid treat-
73 ment.26�28 When AuNPs encapsulated in PSPAA shells
74 (AuNP@PSPAA) were used as the monomers and
75 subjected to acidic conditions, the PSPAA domains
76 merged and transformed to cylindrical micelles, taking
77 the embedded AuNPs along the way and “polymeriz-
78 ing” them into long chains (Figure 1F1 ). In this system, a
79 few activated monomers were able to grow exten-
80 sively into ultralong chains, whereas many monomers
81 remained in the sample without experiencing any
82 aggregation, indicating a chain-growth “polymeriza-
83 tion”mode.20,29 The presence of these monomers was
84 essential in allowing the growth of the ultralong chains
85 via sequential monomer addition.
86 Herein, we show that several other types of mono-
87 mers can be integrated into the “polymerization”
88 process, giving not only “homopolymers” but also
89 random and block “copolymers” (Figure 1b�i). The
90 viable monomers include AuNPs (d = 16 and 32 nm),
91 Au nanorods (AuNRs), Te nanowires (TeNWs), and

92carbon nanotubes (CNTs), all of which are encapsu-
93lated in PSPAA shells before being used in the assem-
94bly. In addition, PSPAA cylinders and vesicles can also
95be inserted in between the above NPs. Our new
96method provides a facile means to construct hetero-
97assemblies of NPs in orderly chain configuration, where
98simple combination can lead to structural variety.

99RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

100Synthesis and Assembly. The preparation of the mono-
101mers by PSPAA encapsulation has been previously
102reported.30,31 Taking the AuNP@PSPAA as an example,
103citrate-stabilized AuNPswere first functionalizedwith a
104layer of hydrophobic ligand (1, 2, or 3, Figure 2 F2a), upon
105which the amphiphilic PSPAA self-assembled into a
106uniform shell. The encapsulation was carried out under
107high DMF content and elevated temperature, condi-
108tions which were selected to promote the mobility of
109the PSPAA micelles.28,32 The hydrophobic PS blocks of
110the PSPAA have affinity to the hydrophobically func-
111tionalized NPs, whereas the hydrophilic PAA blocks
112dissolve in the solvent facing outward.30,31 The result-
113ing core�shell NPs were purified by centrifugation, so

Figure 2. (a) Chemical structures of three hydrophobic
ligands 1�3. (b�d) TEM images of the single-, double-,
and multiple-line chains obtained in DMF/H2O = 7:3 solu-
tion and after purification, where (b) 1-stabilized AuNPs, (c)
2-AuNPs, (d) 3-AuNPs coated in PS154-b-PAA49 shells were
used as the monomers. (e, f) TEM images before and after
purification, when (3-AuNP)@PS154-b-PAA49 were used as
the monomers in DMF/H2O = 6:1 solution. Scale bars:
200 nm.

Figure 1. Schematics illustrating (a�d) the “polymeriza-
tion” of core�shell NPs into “homopolymers” and (e�i)
the “copolymerization” of core�shell NPs into random or
block “copolymers”.
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114 that the empty PSPAA micelles (without the Au core)
115 formed in the self-assembly can be removed.
116 In a typical “polymerization” process, 16 nm AuNPs
117 encapsulated in PS154-b-PAA49 shells (monomer type
118 A) were used, whereby the monomers dispersed in a
119 DMF�water mixture were treated with acid (5 mM
120 HCl). After 2 h at 60 �C, the sample was diluted with a
121 large amount of aq NaOH to neutralize the acid and
122 remove DMF from the polymer shells, solidifying the
123 polymer shells and locking the assembled chains. The
124 final products were isolated by centrifugation and
125 characterized by transmission electron microscopy
126 (TEM). Typical for the chain growth “polymerization”,
127 a large number of monomers remained in the sample
128 (Figure 2e), making it difficult to include multiple
129 chains in each image (Figure 2e). The monomers can
130 be readily removed in the centrifugation step, where
131 only the ultralong chains were precipitated at a slow
132 centrifugation speed. In the following, only the purified
133 samples are shown in the figures.
134 In this system, the DMF/H2O solvent ratio played an
135 important role in controlling the width of the NPs
136 chains. For example, single-line chains of AuNPs were
137 synthesized in a DMF/H2O = 6:1 mixture, double-line
138 chains were obtained in DMF/H2O = 7:3 mixture
139 (Figure 2c), and multiple-line chains can be indirectly
140 synthesized by treating the single-line chains in a
141 DMF/H2O = 3:2 mixture.20 Here, a higher water content
142 leads to a lesser degree of swelling in the PS domains,
143 which in turn gives a higher PS�solvent interfacial
144 energy28,33 (a deswollen polymer is more dissimilar to
145 the solvent). This leads to a larger driving force for the
146 reduction of the surface to volume (S/V) ratio, favoring
147 thicker chains (more longitudinal compression). In
148 addition, swelling of the polymer domain affects the
149 mobility of the polymer micelles, because the trans-
150 formation of micelles is easier when the polymer
151 domain is less hampered by local polymer crys-
152 tallinity.32 Typically, polymer mobility is not a limiting
153 factor for our assembly until the water content be-
154 comes very high (e.g., DMF/H2O = 2:3).20

155 Effects of Ligands. To optimize the conditions for
156 “polymerizing” different types of NPs, we investigated
157 the effects of surface ligands. In the DMF/H2O = 7:3
158 mixture, the nature of ligand was found to be of
159 importance for controlling the width of AuNP chains.
160 Previously, double-line AuNP chains were obtained
161 when 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphothioetha-
162 nol (a thiol-ended phospholipid, 2, Figure 2a) was used
163 as the ligand (Figure 2c). Under otherwise the identical
164 conditions, when 2-naphtalenethiol (1) was used, single-
165 line AuNP chains we obtained (Figure 2b); when
166 thiol-ended polystyrene (3) was used, multiline AuNP
167 chains were obtained (Figure 2d). With the same
168 PSPAA and DMF/H2O ratio, the polymer behavior
169 should have been quite similar in these experiments.
170 We speculate that the key factor is perhaps the friction

171among the ligand-coated AuNPs or the swelling
172caused by the excess ligand in the reaction mixture.
173More specifically, in Figure 2b, the polymer had a
174tendency to contract but the friction among the
1751-coated AuNPs might have prevented their reorgani-
176zation. Considering the effective stacking among the
177rigid molecules of 1, it is conceivable that the weaker
178interactions among 2 and the highly flexible PS chains
179in 3 might have facilitated the reorganization of the
180AuNPs. It is also known that homo-PS can swell the
181hydrophobic domain of the micelles, reducing the
182surface density of the PAA blocks (reducing their
183repulsion) and relaxing the stretching of the PS blocks
184in PSPAA.31,34

185To focus on the assembly of NPs, in particular their
186“copolymerization”, we tried to minimize the complex-
187ity of the system by avoiding the use of different
188surface ligands. Fortunately, stable preparative condi-
189tions can be established in the DMF/H2O = 6:1 mix-
190ture, where single-line AuNP chains were obtained
191when any of the three ligands was used (Figure 2f for
192ligand 3). It is likely that the higher degree of swelling
193by DMF leads to less polymer contraction, reducing
194the difference in the ligand effects. Hence, we used
195ligand 2 and DMF/H2O = 6:1 mixture in most of the
196following experiments.
197Effects of PAA Length. The above studies involved only
198one type of monomers, namely the 16 nm AuNPs
199encapsulated in PSPAA shells (monomer typeA). If larger
200AuNPs (d=32nm) coated inPSPAAshells (typeB) canbe
201adapted for our assembly method, we will have two
202different types of monomers for their heteroassembly.
203However, the larger monomers were not amenable to
204the same assembly process, giving only short chains
205(Figure 3 F3a). Most of the NPs did not participate in the
206aggregation, indicating a lack of progress. Prolonging
207the assembly time and increasing the NP concentration
208did not solve the problem. This is likely because that the
209stronger charge repulsion among the larger monomers
210greatly reduced the probability of effective collision.
211Given the same surface charge density, larger particles
212always have stronger charge repulsion among them-
213selves.10,35 While using more acid can promote the
214aggregation, the selectivity of 1D assembly was largely
215compromised, giving vesicles and irregular aggregates
216(similar to Figure 3c).
217This problemwas eventually solved by using PSPAA
218with shorter PAA blocks, which under similar condi-
219tionswould lead to lesser surface charge density. Using
22032 nm AuNPs encapsulated in PS144-b-PAA22 as mono-
221mers (type B0), long chains of the AuNPs were obtained
222under the same preparative conditions (Figure 3b).
223Obviously, the aggregation was more extensive than
224that in Figure 3a. Because the NP concentration was
225the same, the probability of collision should be similar.
226Thus, the new polymer likely improved the probability
227of effective collision.
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228 For 16 nm AuNPs in PS144-b-PAA22 shells (type A0),
229 the same treatment led to rapid aggregation of the
230 monomers, giving rise to small clusters that were
231 typical of step-growth mode (Figure 3c). As discussed
232 above, the depletion of monomers indicates that all
233 monomers can participate in the aggregation, as op-
234 posed to the chain-growth mode where most of them
235 cannot. Hence, the reduction in the barrier for collision
236 likely also reduced the selectivity of chain growth,
237 compromising the synthetic control. Further control
238 experiments showed that, by lowering the acid con-
239 centration and shortening the assembly time, chains of
240 A0 can still be prepared (Figure 3d). The large number
241 of dimers and trimers in this sample indicated that
242 the aggregation was still less selective than those in
243 Figure 2. Nevertheless, this understanding may pro-
244 vide a new pathway for synthesizing dimers and
245 trimers36 for applications in surface-enhanced Raman
246 scattering (SERS).37�39

247 Given the faster assembly ofA0 andB0 than that ofA
248 and B, the shorter PAA chains were of critical impor-
249 tance in promoting the effective collision, supporting
250 our previous hypothesis in micelle aggregation.22

251 Selection of the Preparative Conditions. In summary, in
252 this system there are quite a few controlling factors,
253 including the solvent ratio, surface ligand, polymer
254 chain length, acidity, temperature, and assembly time.
255 Obviously, random search within the 6-dimension
256 parameter space would be very difficult. Rational de-
257 sign is thus of crucial importance.
258 The solvent ratio affects the swelling of the polymer
259 domain, whereby a higher DMF ratio leads to a higher

260degree of swelling and, thus, a highermobility promot-
261ing the polymer reorganization.32 Regarding the sur-
262face ligands, their roles are complex in affecting the
263interplay between the NPs and the polymer shells, as
264well as the interplay among the NPs in the aggregated
265clusters. Such a topic is of interest but beyond the
266scope of this work. Regarding the polymer chain
267length, the complex effects have been previously
268discussed.40,41 In this work, only the PAA length was
269modulated (shortened) to facilitate NP aggregation.
270Regarding acidity, a higher acidity leads to a higher
271degree of protonation of the PAA chains, reducing
272charge repulsion. This affects both the kinetic barrier of
273aggregation (vide supra) and the thermodynamic end
274point of polymer morphology.26,42 In this work, the
275same amount of acid was used to reduce the complex-
276ity of the system. Regarding to the temperature, a
277higher temperature leads to a higher kinetic energy,
278facilitating the reorganization of both the polymer
279chains in the micelles and the NPs in the clusters.
280At high temperature (>90 �C), the polymer micelles
281quickly evolve toward vesicles, complicating the pur-
282ification of NPs. Hence, the temperature was optimized
283at 60 �C. Regarding to the assembly time, it affects not
284only the aggregation of the NPs10 and the structural
285reorganization of the resulting clusters,43,44 but also
286the transformation of the micelles from spheres to
287cylinders and then to vesicles.45,46

288On the basis of these understandings, we optimized
289the conditions as follows. The solvent ratio (DMF/H2O=
2906:1) and the temperature (60 �C) were kept constant in
291our experiments. Ligand 2 was typically used for con-
292sistency. PS144-b-PAA22 was used to promote the
293monomer aggregation when needed. Acidity (usually
2945 mM HCl) and assembly time (typically 2 h) were used
295as the variables.
296“Homo-Polymer” of Nanorods and Nanowires. Among the
297various types of nanostructures known in the literature,
298Au nanorods (NRs) have a unique shape that can be
299easily distinguished from the AuNPs. AuNRs were
300typically synthesized using hexadecyltrimethylammo-
301nium bromide (CTAB) as the surfactant. Being a posi-
302tively charged amphiphilic molecule, it can interfere
303with the self-assembly of the negatively charged
304PSPAA. Thus, the as-synthesized AuNRswith high CTAB
305concentration were purified twice using centrifugation
306before they were used for the PSPAA encapsulation.
307The sample was then further purified by centrifugation
308to remove the empty micelles.
309The resulting core�shell NPs (AuNR@PS154-b-
310PAA49, with ligand 2 as the surface ligand) were used
311as the monomer C. “Homo-polymerization” of C gave
312chains of AuNRs as shown in Figure 4 F4a, where most of
313the AuNRs were aligned end-to-end along the long-
314itudinal direction. Only in a few cases were the neigh-
315boring AuNRs were arranged in an end-to-side
316configuration. This end-to-end selectivity is likely due

Figure 3. TEM images showing the purified products of the
“homopolymerization” when (a) AuNP@PS154-b-PAA49 (d =
32 nm, type B) and (b) AuNP@PS144-b-PAA22 (d = 32 nm,
type B0) were used as the monomers in DMF/H2O = 6:1
solution; TEM images showing the products of the “homo-
polymerization” of AuNP@PS144-b-PAA22 (d= 16 nm, type A0)
in DMF/H2O = 6:1 solution: (c) [HCl] = 5 mM, 2 h; (d) [HCl] =
0.25 mM, 25 min. Scale bars: 200 nm.
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317 to (a) the higher curvature of the polymer domain at
318 the ends, which leads to higher activity of the
319 polymer;33,47 and (b) the lesser charge repulsion of
320 the end-to-end aggregation than that of end-to-side
321 aggregation.10 Interestingly, when ligand 3 was used
322 for making the monomer C, “homo-polymerization”
323 led to the step-growthmode, giving small clusters with
324 mostly side-to-side configuration (Figure 4b). Com-
325 pared to the results in Figure 2d, in the presence of 3,
326 the PSPAA micelles probably preferred a larger width,
327 allowing the embedded AuNRs to adopt the perpen-
328 dicular configuration.
329 We selected TeNWs as a longer alternative to the
330 AuNRs. They were about 50 nm in diameter and
331 180 nm in length (Figure 4c). The as-synthesized
332 TeNWs were purified by centrifugation to remove the
333 surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) used in the
334 synthesis.48 They were then encapsulated in PSPAA
335 shells by incubating them in a DMF/H2O = 4.5:1
336 mixture, where PSPAA can directly self-assembly
337 on their hydrophobic surface without any additional
338 ligand. After purification, resulting TeNW@PS154-b-
339 PAA49 was used as the monomer D. Upon acid treat-
340 ment, the TeNWs assembled into chains with selective
341 end-to-end configuration (Figure 4c,d).

342 Random “Copolymers” of NPs. With two types of mono-
343 mers A and B, we now investigate their “copolymeri-
344 zation”. Directly mixing the monomers in the process
345 ([A]:[B] was roughly 1:1 in the number of NPs) gave a
346 random “copolymer” (A-r-B, Figure 5F5 a). Only a few B
347 NPs were incorporated in the chains (A:B = 61:1), and
348 the remaining monomers contained mostly B NPs.
349 Given the roughly equal concentration of A and B, this
350 result further indicates that the larger B NPs have a
351 lower tendency toward aggregation. After differential
352 centrifugation to remove the monomers, the low con-
353 tent of B in the resulting “copolymer” is more evident
354 as shown in Figure 5b.

355To increase the B content, B0 was used in the place
356of B for the “copolymerization”. That is, A and B0 were
357used in a same solution, even though the monomers
358have different kinds of polymer shells. It was pre-
359viously known that these PSPAA molecules do not
360readily exchange among the micelles (i.e., the dis-
361solution�remicellization process is negligible33,49).
362As shown in Figure 5c,d, when the ratio of the
363initial concentration was [A]:[B0] = 1:1, the “copolym-
364erization” went well. After chain formation, a sig-
365nificant amount of monomers remained in the
366sample, indicating that the chain growth mode
367was still followed (Figure 5c). In contrast to
368Figure 5b, the higher reactivity of B0 led to its higher
369content in the resulting A-r-B0 chains (Figure 5d,
370A:B0 = 3.5:1).
371The A/B0 ratio can be readily tuned by varying the
372concentration ratio of themonomers. As expected for a
373random “copolymer”, when the reactivity of themono-
374mers is kept as constant, their probability of being
375incorporated in the “copolymer” should be dependent
376on their concentration. To test this trend, the following
377control experimentswere carried out.When the [A]:[B0]
378concentration ratio was decreased from 1:1 to 1:2,
379the resulting “copolymer” had a higher B0 content

Figure 5. TEM images showing the resulting random
“copolymers” synthesized from (a, b) monomer A and B
([A]/[B] = 1:1) before and after purification, respectively; (c,
d) monomer A and B0 ([A]/[B0] = 1:1) before and after
purification, respectively; (e) monomer A and B0, [A]/[B0] =
1:2; (f) monomer A and B0, [A]/[B0] = 2:1. Scale bars: 200 nm.

Figure 4. (a, b) TEM images showing the purified products
obtained by the “homo-polymerization” of AuNR@PSPAA,
where 2 (a) and 3 (b) were used as the ligands for the AuNRs.
(c, d) TEM images of the purified products of the “homo-
polymerization” when the TeNW@PSPAA (type D) were
used as the monomers. Scale bars: 200 nm.
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380 (Figure 5e, A:B0 = 1.4:1). On the other hand, when the
381 [A]:[B0] ratio was increased to 2:1, the content of B0 in
382 the “copolymer” chains was dramatically decreased
383 (Figure 5f, A:B0 = 20:1).
384 Figure 6F6 a shows the result after “co-polymerizing”A
385 and C (random “copolymer” A-r-C, A:C = 42:1). Only a
386 few AuNRs were incorporated in the resulting “copo-
387 lymer”, and they often align end-to-end with the
388 neighboring AuNPs. However, our efforts to reduce
389 the A:C ratio were not successful. While the AuNRs can
390 be encapsulated in PS144-b-PAA22 (C0), we were not
391 able to use these more reactive monomers for our
392 method.50 Upon acid treatment, most of the mono-
393 mers turned into vesicles and few participated in the
394 “polymerization”, likely due to the interference by the
395 residue CTAB.
396 An initial attempt was carried out to study the self-
397 assembly in a more complex system using different
398 ligands. Themonomers Cwere prepared using 3 as the
399 ligand, whereasmonomersA contained 2 as the ligand
400 (both used PS154-b-PAA49). Mixing them in the synthe-
401 sis gave long chains wheremost of the AuNRs adopted
402 end-to-end configuration with the neighboring NPs
403 (Figure 6b), although a few cases of end-to-side attach-
404 ment can also be observed. Given the slow dissolu-
405 tion-remicellization process, there was probably negli-
406 gible ligand exchange among the AuNPs and AuNRs.
407 This result is of interest because side-to-side aggre-
408 gation dominated when only monomers C were used
409 for the polymerization (Figure 4b). Indeed, there were
410 two modes even in the same sample: the AuNRs
411 were side-to-side when aggregating with each other,
412 but end-to-end when aggregating with the AuNPs
413 (Figure 6b).

414 “Copolymers” of NPs with Cylinders/Vesicles. In compar-
415 ison to the AuNPs and AuNRs, PSPAA nanostructures
416 such as cylinders and vesicles can be more easily in-
417 corporated into the “copolymers”. The simplest meth-
418 od is to add extra PS154-b-PAA49 (2.0 � 10�6 mmol)
419 during the “polymerization” of monomer A. The extra
420 PSPAA are usually in the form of spherical micelles
421 (Figure 7F7 a); upon acid treatment they can aggregate
422 and transform to cylindrical micelles,26,28,29 which can

423be considered as another kind of monomers (type E).
424Thus, “copolymers” of AuNPs with PSPAA cylinders (A-
425r-E) can be obtained (5 mM HCl, 1.5 h), where both A
426and E are randomly incorporated in the resulting chain
427(Figure 7b).
428For pure polymer micelles (without the embedded
429NPs), the assembly pathways from spherical to cylind-
430rical micelles28,51 have not been extensively studied.
431Most of the previous studies explained the phenomena
432from the thermodynamic perspectives that a cylinder
433has a lower S/V ratio (i.e., lower surface energy) than the
434starting spheres.46,52 Hence, the above study using
435AuNPs as the “markers” provides a new kinetic per-
436spective. The spherical polymer micelles are very simi-
437lar to the AuNP@PSPAA in terms of the surface PAA
438blocks and charge density. The side-on addition of
439micelles to a cylinder would obviously lead to erro-
440neous addition of AuNPs; this mode of addition would
441be otherwise indistinguishable for the self-assembly of
442pure polymer micelles. On the basis of the similarity
443between the two systems, we believe that the side-on
444addition plays a very minor role, as compared to the
445end-on addition, in the growth of the pure polymer
446cylinders. In other words, branching is not only

Figure 7. (a) TEM images of PSPAA spherical micelles.
TEM images showing the purified random “copolymer”
chains consisted of AuNP chains and PSPAAdomains, which
were obtained at: (b, c) 2.0 � 10�6 mmol of PSPAA, [HCl] =
5 mM, t = 1.5 and 6 h, respectively; (d) 2.0 � 10�6 mmol
PSPAA, [HCl] = 9mM, t = 1.5 h; (e, f) 4.0� 10�6 mmol PSPAA
micelles, [HCl] = 5mM, t = 3 and 6 h, respectively. Scale bars:
200 nm.

Figure 6. TEM images showing the random chains (A-r-C)
synthesized via the “copolymerization” of monomer A and
C: (a) ligand2 and (b) ligand3, respectively,were used as the
surface ligands for C. Scale bars: 200 nm.
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447 thermodynamically unfavorable but also kinetically
448 unfavorable.
449 It is also well-known that PSPAA cylinders can
450 transform to vesicles where the reduction of the
451 surface to volume ratio (S/V) of the micellar struc-
452 tures provides the thermodynamic driving force.28,32

453 Higher temperature, longer incubation time, and
454 more acid are known to promote the structural
455 transformation of the micelles. Two control experi-
456 ments similar to Figure 7b were carried out. In the
457 first one, the reaction mixture was incubated for a
458 longer period (5 mM HCl, 6 h, Figure 7c), whereas
459 in the second experiment, more acid was added in
460 the reaction mixture (9 mM HCl, 1.5 h, Figure 7d).
461 In the resulting samples, most of the cylindrical
462 PSPAA domains turned into vesicles. Only very short
463 cylindrical sections remained (inset of Figure 7c),
464 probably due to insufficient material to make vesi-
465 cles. The vesicular moieties can be viewed as yet
466 another type of monomer units (type F), making the
467 composite chains “copolymers” of AuNPs and vesi-
468 cles (A-r-F).
469 However, PSPAA vesicles cannot be directly used
470 as the monomers for the “copolymerization” with A.
471 We synthesized PSPAA vesicles of about 200 nm in
472 diameter using a previously reported method.28

473 After purification, these vesicles were mixed
474 with A and they were subjected to the “copoly-
475 merization” conditions. Only “homopolymers” of A
476 were obtained, and very few vesicles partici-
477 pated in the assembly.50 We speculate that the
478 vesicles are less prone to the aggregation process
479 because they are large and thermodynamically
480 stable.
481 The random copolymer of A-r-E can be easily
482 tuned by varying the ratio of A to the extra PSPAA
483 micelles. When the extra PSPAA amount was
484 doubled (4.0 � 10�6 mmol), the average length of
485 the cylindrical sections was obviously increased in
486 the resulting chain (Figure 7e). After prolonged in-
487 cubation (6 h), this sample turned into random
488 “copolymer” A-r-F, where most of the cylindrical
489 sections were converted to vesicles (Figure 7f). The
490 resulting vesicular moieties were polydispersed in
491 size, but they were in general larger than those in
492 Figure 7c. The wide size distribution of the vesicles is
493 probably a result of the wide length distribution of
494 the cylindrical sections in the initial step. Our group
495 previously studied the conversion of cylindrical to
496 vesicular micelles.32 With the inserted AuNPs serv-
497 ing as markers here, the selective conversion of the
498 cylindrical sections provides additional evidence
499 that the process proceeds without external input
500 of materials or dramatic restructuring of the mi-
501 celles. The results thus support our previously pro-
502 posed kinetic pathway for the cylinder-to-vesicle
503 transformation.

504“Block Copolymer” of Nanowires with NPs. To fabricate
505longer building blocks for the “copolymerization”, we
506used CNTs and TeNWs with a large aspect ratio (l =
507400 nm; d = 50 nm). CNT bundles of about 20 nm in
508width and 0.3�5 μm in length were dispersed in
509DMF and then encapsulated in PS154-b-PAA49 shells
510(CNT@PSPAA, monomer G, Figure 8 F8a).53 After mixing
511with A, acid was added to induce “copolymeriza-
512tion”. “Block copolymers” of A-b-G were obtained
513(Figure 8b), though with a low yield. Among the
514products, there was a significant amount of “homo-
515polymers” of A. During the process, the collision
516between G and A is much less probable than the
517collision between A and A, due to the difference in
518their concentration. Though the tip ofG appears to be
519sharp, with a much higher curvature than its side, it is
520not comparable to the curvature of the PSPAA shells
521on the small AuNPs.
522Similarly, TeNW@PSPAA (monomer D) was also
523used for the “copolymerization”, giving block “copoly-
524mers” A-b-D (Figure 8c). “Copolymerizing”Dwith extra
525spherical micelles (E) gave block “copolymers” D-b-E
526(Figure 8d).
527In all these examples, the chain growth always
528occurred on one end of the existing block (CNT or
529TeNW). Typically, in the chain growth polymerization
530mode, most of the monomers are inactive, whereas a
531few are active enough to undergo extensive “polym-
532erization” into long chains.20 In other words, only a
533small percentage of the monomers were activated.
534Considering this low probability of activation, simulta-
535neously activating both ends of the CNT@PSPAA or
536TeNW@PSPAA is highly improbable.

Figure 8. TEM images showing (a) CNT@PSPAA mono-
mers (type G); (b) the block copolymer chains obtained via
the “copolymerization” of A and G; (c, d) the block
“copolymer” chains obtained via the “copolymeri-
zation” of (c) A with D; and (d) D with E. Scale bars:
200 nm.
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537 Thus, there is a dilemma in the synthetic design.
538 Making the chain growth less selective (such as in
539 Figure 3d) would lead to the step growth mode. The
540 resulting “homopolymers” of A will compete with
541 the addition of NPs to the CNT@PSPAA, limiting the
542 length of the block “copolymers”. On the other hand,
543 making the chain growthmore selective would reduce
544 the probability of activating the ends of the
545 CNT@PSPAA, leading to a larger percentage of un-
546 reacted CNT@PSPAA and a lower yield of the block
547 “copolymers”.
548 Random versus Block “Copolymers”. Our attempts to
549 synthesize “block copolymers” directly from the smal-
550 ler monomers (AuNPs and AuNRs) were largely unsuc-
551 cessful. In one of our attempts, AuNRs were first
552 “polymerized” into chains and purified to removemost
553 of the remaining monomers. The products were then
554 mixed with monomers A to grow a second block.
555 However, “homo-polymerization” of A dominated the
556 reaction and only short blocks ofAwere found in a few
557 cases of A-b-C.50 Attempts to use the side-to-side
558 aggregated AuNRs were also unsuccessful.
559 Initially, we spent great efforts optimizing the
560 polymerization conditions, hoping to fine-tune the
561 reactivity of the monomers via changes in ligand,
562 PSPAA, or solvent conditions. However, systematic
563 analysis of the system showed that there is no
564 simple solution. There are major differences be-
565 tween the syntheses of random and block “copoly-
566 mers”. The former is a one-step process where the
567 growing end remains active after each monomer
568 addition, regardless of the type of the monomer.
569 After reaction, the remaining monomers and short
570 chains can be easily removed by differential centri-
571 fugation. In contrast, the synthesis of block “copo-
572 lymers” requires a two-step process, where the
573 purification after the first step is essential for remov-
574 ing the excess monomers. To completely exhaust
575 the monomers in the first step reaction is not viable
576 because the monomer concentration would be too
577 low to complete the reaction in meaningful time
578 frames. After the purification, however, there is a
579 major problem in selectively activating the ends of
580 the “polymer” for the second step growth, as dis-
581 cussed in the above section.
582 In the conventional polymerization methods, both
583 free radicals and initiating functional groups can in-
584 duce the chain growth polymerization mode. While
585 free radicals can be used for making random copoly-
586 mers, they are not the best choice for making block
587 copolymers, which are typically synthesized by living
588 polymerization.54 Basically, the free radicals are not
589 stable enough to survive the multiple steps of poly-
590 merizing the different monomers and the purification
591 steps in between. In contrast, without chain termina-
592 tion, the living polymerization methods are more
593 versatile in the synthetic design. In this sense, our

594method is more like free radical polymerization than
595living polymerization.
596In comparison, an ideal method for “polymerizing”
597NPs has at least two requirements: (a) the end of the
598“polymer” chain should remain active during the “po-
599lymerization” and purification steps and (b) the mono-
600mers should not “polymerize” on their own. An
601alternative approach is to somehow selectively reacti-
602vate the “polymers” after purification, in order to
603allow the subsequent growth. These requirements
604are difficult to meet, because NPs typically have very
605similar reactivity in their aggregation. In our system,
606because the PSPAA shells play a critical role in control-
607ling the NP aggregation, improving the selectivity may
608be still possible by designing or pretreating the PSPAA
609shells.
610In “polymerizing” magnetic NPs, a special situation
611arises because the magnetic coupling is always active.
612One can first make magnetic chains, purify them, and
613then use them for growing a different kind of mono-
614mers. Themain challenge here is to selectively separate
615the block “copolymers” from the “homopolymers”.
616Alternatively, it is also possible to first make homo-
617polymers of A and B separately and then couple them
618together into block “polymers”.55,56 Due to the diffi-
619culty in the specificA�B coupling, random coupling of
620the chains would give many combinations, including
621AB, AA, BB, AAB, ABB, BAB, ABA, etc. Also because
622of this problem, simply mixing monomers of A and B
623is not an option, as it would only give random
624“copolymers”.

625CONCLUSION

626We exploited an unconventional assembly system
627for the “copolymerization” of nanoparticles into chain
628structures. The unique controls by the polymer shells
629and the chain growth “polymerization” mode are of
630critical importance for achieving the orderliness of the
631assembly, namely the ultralong chains with uniform
632width and few branches. Our understandings of the
633reaction parameters allowed the generic use of differ-
634ent nanoparticles, nanorods, and nanowires in the
635assembly. Further successes have been achieved in
636the heteroassembly of these different types of nano-
637materials. Despite the orderly chain morphology, the
638arrangement of the nanoparticles in the chains is still
639far from perfect. Specifically, homo- and random-
640“copolymers” have been synthesized successfully, but
641the block-“copolymers” were only partially successful,
642using a single nanowire as a “block”. The key problem
643was identified as the lack of selectivity in activating the
644first step “polymers” for growing the second block
645chains.
646Nanoparticle assembly is an emerging field, where
647the synthetic capability is the main thrust for exploring
648new properties and new applications. Given the ma-
649ture field of polymer chemistry and physics, borrowing
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650 its concepts and methodology would be a conve-
651 nient route for enriching the structural variety of

652nanoparticle assemblies, which would be essential for
653the future exploration.
654

655 MATERIALS AND METHODS

656 Materials. All chemical reagents were used without further
657 purification. Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate(III) hydrate, 99.9%
658 (metal basis Au 49%) was purchased from Alfa Aesar; 1,2-
659 dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3- phosphothioethanol was purchased
660 from Avanti Polar Lipids; amphiphilic diblock copolymer poly-
661 styrene-block-poly(acrylic acid) (PS154-b-PAA49, Mn = 16000 for
662 the PS block and Mn = 3500 for the PAA block, Mw/Mn = 1.15;
663 PS144-b-PAA22, Mn = 15000 for the PS block and Mn = 1600 for
664 the PAA block, Mw/Mn = 1.11) were purchased from Polymer
665 Source, Inc. Single-wall CNTs (carbonaceous purity 99%) were
666 purchased from NanoIntegris. Hydrochloric acid was purchased
667 from P. P. Chemicals Sdn Bhd. Deionized water (resistance >
668 18.2 MΩ/cm) was used in all reactions. Copper specimen grids
669 (300 mesh) with Formvar/carbon support film were purchased
670 from Beijing XXBR Technology Co.
671 The citrate-stabilized AuNPs (16, and 32 nm),57 the CTAB-
672 stabilized AuNRs,58 and SDS-stabilized TeNWs48 were prepared
673 by following the literature produces.
674 Characterization. TEM images were collected on a JEM-1400
675 (JEOL) transmission electron microscope operated at 100�
676 120 kV. (NH4)6Mo7O24 was used as stain (3.4 mM) in all TEM
677 images reported in this study.
678 General Synthesis of NP@PSPAA Monomers. The method used
679 here was modified from our previous report on the encapsula-
680 tion of AuNPs.30 A solution of citrate-stabilized AuNPs (d =
681 16 nm, 3 mL) was concentrated to ∼20 μL by centrifugation at
682 16000g for 15 min. The deep red solution collected at the bot-
683 tom of the eppendorf tubes was diluted with H2O (162 μL).
684 Then, themixture was added to 818 μL of PSPAA solution which
685 was prepared bymixing 738 μL DMFwith PS154-b-PAA49 in DMF
686 (80 μL, 8 mg/mL).
687 Finally, 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphothioethanol in
688 EtOH (40 μL, 2 mg/mL) was added to the mixture. The final
689 mixture has a volume of 1.04 mL with VDMF/VH2O = 4.5:1. It was
690 then heated at 110 �C for 2 h and slowly cooled down until room
691 temperature.
692 The same procedure was used to encapsulate AuNPs (d =
693 32 nm) and AuNRswith PSPAA. For the encapsulation of TeNWs,
694 the procedure is similar to that of AuNPs, except that ligand 2
695 was not added.
696 The single-wall CNTs were dispersed into 810 μL of PSPAA
697 solution which was prepared by mixing 730 μL DMF with PS154-
698 b-PAA49 in DMF (80 μL, 8 mg/mL) and then sonicated in an
699 ice�water bath until to form transparent black solution. Finally,
700 H2O (180 μL) was added dropwise to the above solution. The
701 final mixture has a volume of 990 μL with VDMF/VH2O = 4.5:1. It
702 was then sonicated at 50 �C for 2 h and slowly cooled down until
703 room temperature.53

704 Homoassembly of NP@PSPAA, NR@PSPAA, and NW@PSPAA into Chains.
705 The “homo-polymerization” method used here was adapted
706 from our previous report.20 The purified monomers AuNP@P-
707 SPAA (d = 32 nm, type B and B0), AuNR@PSPAA (type C), and
708 TeNW@PSPAA (typeD) were dispersed into a DMF/H2O solution
709 (1 mL, VDMF/VH2O = 6:1). HCl (5 μL, 1 M) was then added into the
710 solution, and the final concentration is [HCl]final = 5 mM. The
711 mixture was incubated at 60 �C for 2 h to facilitate the shape
712 transformation of PSPAA polymer shell.
713 Co-assembly of NP@PSPAA into Random Chains. The as-synthesized
714 monomers were diluted (800 μL diluted by 11.2 mL water) and
715 then centrifuged at 16000g for 30 min to remove the super-
716 natant. The collected solution at the bottom of eppendorf
717 tubes was diluted with NaOH (0.1 mM) and purified again. The
718 final concentrated solution (∼20 μL) contained the desired
719 NP@PSPAA monomers free of DMF and empty PSPAA micelles.
720 The concentrated AuNP@PSPAA (monomer A, d = 16 nm) and
721 monomer B (AuNP@PSPAA, d = 32 nm) were dispersed into a
722 DMF/H2O solution (1 mL, VDMF/VH2O = 6:1). HCl (5 μL, 1 M) was

723then added into the solution, and the final concentration is
724[HCl]final = 5 mM. The mixture was incubated at 60 �C for 2 h to
725facilitate the shape transformation of PSPAA polymer shell. The
726same procedure was used when monomer B0 and C were
727employed in the place of B.
728The random chains consisting of monomer A and PSPAA
729vesicles were prepared using a different method. Spherical
730micelles of PSPAA were used. First, to PS154-b-PAA49 (80 μL,
7318 mg/mL) in DMF was added 738 μL DMF, and then water was
732added (182 μL), making a solution of VDMF/VH2O = 4.5:1. The
733polymer solution was incubated at 110 �C for 2 h and slowly
734cooled until room temperature. Second, the spherical PSPAA
735micelles (62 μL) and purified monomer A were simultaneously
736dispersed into a DMF/H2O solution (938 μL). HCl (5 μL, 1 M) was
737then added into the solution, and the final concentration is
738[HCl]final = 5 mM and the final VDMF/VH2O = 6:1. The mixture was
739incubated at 60 �C for a given period of time (t = 1.5�6 h) to
740facilitate the shape transformation of PSPAA polymer micelles.
741Co-assembly of NP@PSPAA into Block Chains. The purified
742CNT@PSPAA or TeNW@PSPAA was dispersed into a DMF/H2O
743solution (1mL, VDMF/VH2O = 6:1) containing 2μL of HCl (1M). The
744solution was heated at 60 �C for 20 min, and then the monomer
745A (AuNP@PSPAA, d = 16 nm) and HCl (1 M, 3 μL) were added.
746Themixture was incubated at 60 �C for 2 h to facilitate the chain
747growth.
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